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Who Am I? – “Misha”
uOracle ACE
uCo-author of 3 books 

ØPL/SQL for Dummies
ØExpert PL/SQL Practices
ØOracle PL/SQL Performance Tuning Tips & Techniques

uKnown for:
ØSQL and PL/SQL tuning
ØComplex functionality

§ Code generators
§ Repository-based development
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Background (1)

uYear 2011
Ø I didn’t have any gray hair.
Ø I had just published my second book.
Ø I thought that I knew everything about database development.
Ø I had been building IT systems for a WHOLE DECADE!
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Background (2)

uI successfully gave the following presentation: 
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Background (3)

uYear 2022:
Ø I am slowly starting to resemble Santa Claus.
Ø I’ve become tired of publishing.
Ø I recognize that knowing everything is impossible.
Ø I have been building and maintaining IT systems at the same 

company for TWO DECADES! J
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Background (4)
uPoint of view:

ØKeeping systems alive for years teaches you a lot about good 
vs. bad architectures.
§ … and you get a chance to learn from your own mistakes.

ØYou recognize strategic vs. tactical trade-offs.
§ … and you get a chance to learn from your management mistakes.
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So…

u“Managing the Earthquake” rev.2022:

Ø1. Why bother?
Ø2. Trends
Ø3. Best practices
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1. Why Bother?!
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Does anybody care?

uPerfectly valid question:
ØAgile development is iterative by its nature.
ØDevOps is focused on continuous delivery è

§ You (theoretically) should be able to rapidly adjust the system to 
changes.

ØAll startups want to deliver something new faster than anybody 
else (i.e. what matters is V1)
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Yes, we do!
u Reasons:

ØChanges are inevitable
§ … so, there will be V2,V3 etc.

ØPatience is a very rare virtue
§ … i.e. you will be constantly running against the clock. 

uConstraints:
ØAgile development works only sometimes

§ … and when it doesn’t work – the whole process is SLOW!
ØEfficient DevOps is hard to set up and is often limited in scope

§ … because data/data storage is the most critical IT asset.
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Reality Check
uTime is limited

Ø… otherwise you could just build something new every time.
uMoney is limited

Ø… i.e. throwing more developers/hardware may help, but only 
up to a point.

uPredictability is limited
Ø… i.e. you cannot protect yourself against “unknown 

unknowns.”
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2. Trends
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Known Unknowns (1)
uWe ARE going to “the cloud”

Ø… but there are different “flavors” of cloud implementations 
(each with its own limitations/features).

u Architectural ramifications:
ØDifferent pricing mechanisms may require different 

optimization patterns.
ØPlatform-dependent features have to be vetted very carefully.
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Example
u Case:

ØDuring final tests, clients were contemplating Amazon RDS as one 
of the hosting options.

uImpact:
ØAt that time, RDS did not support Java within the database.

uSolution:
ØRewrite of Base64 encoding/decoding to become purely PL/SQL-

based.
uLesson learned:

ØHosting decisions must be explicitly spelled out beforehand!
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Known Unknowns (2)

uWe ARE working with unstructured/semi-structured data
Ø… but that data could be stored in a number of different forms 

(within an Oracle DB/separate noSQL implementation)
uArchitectural ramifications:

ØCheap short-term solutions may not scale.
ØSemi-structured data could mutate.
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Example
uCase:

ØExternal provider suddenly decided to change communication 
mechanism from XML to JSON and warned about potential internal 
JSON changes in the future.

uImpact:
ØHistorical reporting became complicated.

uSolution:
ØTo protect existing functionality, extract key data elements out of 

XML/JSON into a relational table.
uLesson learned:

Ø If you have an API-driven system, it is better to have a platform-
independent isolation layer in-between.
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Known Unknowns (3)

uYou WILL be releasing the next version (sooner than you 
expect)
Ø… and somebody will have to do it.

uArchitectural ramifications:
ØLast 5% of requirements often take the most time.
ØEvery system architect should have a clear path between IOC 

and FOC.
ØNot delivering that last 5% could be a major contract breach.
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Example
uCase:

ØOne consulting company was “dragging their feet” for a couple of 
years by partially implementing requirements. The company was 
fired and eventually sued by the client.

uResearch:
Ø I was involved as an expert and was able to prove that the provided 

architecture was not capable of doing what was promised.
uImpact:

ØThe consulting company had a huge fine imposed and had to return 
all of the money earned under that contract.

uLesson learned:
ØCover-ups have a tendency to blow up!
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3. Best Practices
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Personal Bragging - Story #1
uUnited States Air Force Recruiting system

Ø Initially built in 2003 – contract was just extended for another 5 
years 

ØSurvived:
§ Shift from single component to multi-component structure
§ Absorption of various smaller Air Force services
§ Several internal Air Force hierarchy reorganizations
§ Transformation from app-based to browser-based
§ Architectural shifts in recruitment form maintenance
§ Migration from “on-premises” to “cloud”
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Personal Bragging - Story #2

uNew York State Office of Alcohol and Substance Abuse 
Services (NYS OASAS)
Ø Initially built before I joined Dulcian J - still currently 

operational
ØSurvived:

§ Rewrite from Oracle Forms to 100% web-based solution without 
functionality loss (FormSpider©!)

§ Significant expansion of scope and number of users
§ Multiple internal architectural shifts
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3.1. Data Models
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Why Data Modeling Matters

u Database structure is the least agile part of the system:
Ø It has to be flexible enough to absorb expected “small” changes.
Ø It has to be generic enough to simplify “mid-level” changes.

uThe database is the most critical part of the whole system:
Ø It has to be understandable enough to prevent inadvertent data 

corruption.
Ø It has to perform well enough for the expected workload.
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“Smart Columns” vs. Attributes

uColumn
Ø Represents a single logical attribute
Ø Does not make sense if split

u“Smart” column
Ø Has internal structure
Ø May even change meaning depending upon the data

uOpinion:
Ø Major source of problems!
Ø During system migration, I NEVER encountered “smart columns” without some kind 

of issues.
Ø Avoid them if you can!
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Examples of “Smart” Columns
uOrganization rollup

ØPipe-delimited combination of Region/State/City/Zip
ØLong-term project impact:

§ Adding extra level to rollup became extremely challenging.
§ Search was very expensive.

uAnswers on questionnaires:
ØSingle text line where number of characters = number of questions: 

“YYYNNNNYYNY”
ØLong-term project impact

§ Developer’s mistake during one release caused data corruption that was 
detected only after some time è major data recovery project
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uIf it is more than ONE – is it MANY?

uCorrect model:

Proper Generalization

Org Ship

OrgRole
- Role_CD

0..*

1

0..1 0..*

manage

maintain

Org Ship

0..1

0..* 0..*

1

0..*repair0..1
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OVER-Generalization

uReasons for generic solutions:
ØChanges are costly.
ØWe feel “protected” against the future.
ØGeneric models are “cool” (especially now with the Big Data 

movement).
uBUT 

ØGeneric solutions often mask an incomplete understanding of 
the subject area.

ØGeneric solutions in one area may cause major issues in others.
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Example of Over-Generalization

Object AttribValue
- Name

- Value_NR
- Value_DT
- Value_TX

Assoc

0..*

0..*0..*

1

1 1
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Over-Generalization Problems
uData entry:

ØUses a lot of operations to retrieve a single object
ØData quality is hard to enforce.

uData retrieval
Ø Indexes are useless.
ØCBO goes crazy.
ØPerformance is sporadic and does not follow any meaningful 

logic.
uFunctional complex reporting is impossible.
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Over-Generalization Potential

uThere are cases when key-value stores are perfect 
(NoSQL environments).

uBUT they should not be mixed with:
ØOLTP solutions when high data quality is required
ØHeavy reporting workloads

uWhat could be done:
ØStorage is cheap. 
ØCreate duplicate structures that look like real tables
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Recursion

uRecursion
ØPowerful modeling technique
ØCan be used for a number of reasons

§ Linked lists (e.g. contract versions)
§ Storage of tree structures (e.g. organizational hierarchy)

uBUT
ØStorage mechanisms are wrong, which causes a lot of issues 
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Pseudo-Recursion Trap

uReal recursion

u“Kind of”-recursion

THING
THING 

ASSOCIATION
from/to date

1          < Child of          0..* 

1         < Parent of         0..*

THING

Child of0..1

0..*
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Why is it a trap?

uReasons why people do it:
ØVersioning
ØHistorical data
ØReporting purposes

uLong-term project effect:
ØHierarchical data consistency is not enforced.
ØTiming can very easily be off.
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Proper Recursive Multi-Tree Model

OrgStruct
- Start_dt
- End_dt

1

OrgStructDtl
1 0..*

OrgUnit
- Type 

0..*

0..*0..1
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3.2. Architectural Solutions
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Do not hide your business rules!

uBusiness rules should be visible:
ØAnything published in the database will eventually be used in 

ways not initially intended
§ … so, changes may have very strange side effects.

ØStale code becomes buggy
§ … because the context of the whole system may have changed.

ØUnder stress, you may have problems understanding your own 
code (especially at 2AM)
§ … so, a properly constructed system should prevent you from making 

“unforced errors.”
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Repository-Based Solutions

uPart #1: Repository
ØBusiness rules can be explicitly articulated.
ØYou can have version control.
ØYou can even have your own pseudo-language.

uPart #2: Code generator
ØYou can either generate program units beforehand or interpret 

them during runtime [Dynamic SQL!]
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Repository Example
uHundreds of forms

ØOriginally hard-coded
ØHard to maintain
ØSignificant development time to add any new forms

uSolution:
ØGeneric repository to define object transformation

§ Data in the database à data in the form
§ Changes in the form à changes in the database

ØCode generator
§ Performance considerations
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Mapper Data Model
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Impact
uTimeline:

ØDevelopment of new forms had to stop for a month.
Ø In two months – 100% conversion to the new engine

uAfter solution:
ØAdding a new form takes hours instead of days

§ 200 forms added in approximately 2 months
ØMaking changes/bug fixes takes minutes

§ Change mapping à regenerate à done!
ØMajor architectural changes can be made in 2 days!

§ A few updates to the repository à generate à done!
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Since then…
uThe same repository now supports:

ØData transformation inside the database
ØData migration
ØProcessing data from/to XML
ØOffline data export

uIt is that simple!
ØWriting one generator is faster than writing hundreds of routines

uStatistic:
ØMore than 300,000 generated PL/SQL lines of code
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3.3. Thick (aka Smart) Database
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Using a Thick Database Approach

uUI screens NEVER touch tables
Ø… i.e. UI is isolated from the physical data representation as 

much as possible
uAll data-related processes are written using PL/SQL

Ø… since PL/SQL is the most tightly integrated environment to 
operate various SQL statements
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Micro-SOA at the Database Level

uViews and PL/SQL APIs are serving as an isolation level 
between data storage and data representation
ØAdvantages:

§ A lot of database changes can be absorbed without UI impact
§ Edition-based redefinition (EBR) lets you avoid downtime

ØDisadvantages:
§ Requires clear separation of duties between the database and UI team 
§ Requires knowledgeable database developers (lots of advanced 

features!)
§ Requires security audits (Dynamic SQL!)
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uSimplest representative of micro-SOA:
ØBring everything your front-end developer needs at once
ØCapture changes using INSTEAD-OF triggers

u Beware:
ØUnderlying queries tend to grow in complexity
Ø Stacking various UI views could confuse the CBO

De-Normalized Views
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create or replace view v_customer
as
select c.cust_id,

c.name_tx,
a.addr_id, 
a.street_tx, 
a.state_cd,
a.postal_cd

from customer c
left outer join address a

on c.cust_id = a.cust_id

Example (1)
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create or replace trigger v_customer_ii
instead of insert on v_customer
declare
v_cust_id customer.cust_id%rowtype;

begin
if :new.name_tx is not null then
insert into customer

(cust_id,name_tx,phone_tx)
values
(object_seq.nextval,:new.name_tx,:new.phone_tx)

returning cust_id into v_cust_id;
if :new.street_tx is not null then
insert into address

(addr_id,street_tx,state_cd, postal_cd, cust_id)
values (object_seq.nextval,:new.street_tx,
:new.state_cd,:new.postal_cd, v_cust_id);

end if;
end;

Example (2)
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uComplete isolation:
ØData is processed within the PL/SQL function.
ØThe output is an object collection (could be even pipelined!)
ØResult of function call can be converted to a SQL data set

uExtras:
ØViews can be built on top of functions
ØViews can have INSTEAD OF triggers

uBeware:
ØSignificant performance issues if handled incorrectly

Functions Returning Object Collections
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uCase:
ØComplex search engine

§ About 20 different filtering criteria
§ Applicable to different tables
§ Large data volume

uProblem:
ØUnpredictable performance results in a single SQL query.

Use Case (1)
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Use Case (2)
u A. Create an output object with corresponding collection.
CREATE type search_ot as object 
(Name_TX Varchar2(50),Phone_TX varchar2(20)…)
CREATE type search_nt as table of search_ot;

u B. Create a function to return a collection where all search criteria 
become input variables

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION f_search_tt
(i_name_tx varchar2, i_phone_tx varchar2, …)

RETURN search_nt
IS
v_tt search_nt:= search_nt();

BEGIN
RETURN v_tt;

END;
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Use Case (3)
u Use Dynamic SQL to build the query

FUNCTION f_search_tt IS
v_sql_tx varchar2(32000);

BEGIN
v_sql_tx:='select search_ot(...) '||chr(10) 

'from ... '||chr(10)
'where ...';

if i_name_tx is not null then  
v_sql_tx:=v_sql_tx||' and cust.name_tx like ''%'||i_name_tx||'%'' 

'
end if;
...

execute immediate v_sql_tx bulk collect into v_tt;
...

END; 
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Use Case (4)
u Give code to developers

select name_tx, address_tx, phone_tx, …
from table(

cast(f_search_nt
(:1, -- name
:2, -- phone
…

)
as search_nt)
)
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Conclusions

uGood system architecture does matter.
uGood system architects play a key role in building 

successful systems.
uDevoting adequate time and resources to good system 

architecture in the short run will always pay off in the long 
run.
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Contact Information
u Michael Rosenblum – mrosenblum@dulcian.com
u Dulcian, Inc. website - www.dulcian.com
u Blog: wonderingmisha.blogspot.com

Available NOW:
Oracle PL/SQL Performance Tuning Tips & Techniques


